게스트하우스 미야

Guesthouse Meeya

42, Donggyo-ro38gil, Mapo-Gu, Seoul
Mobile 010 8506 4536
Tel
070 4099 3547
guesthousemeeya@gmail.com
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Way to MEEYA
From ICN / GMP Airport or Seoul Train Station
Take Arex(Airport Railroad) from the Airport or Seoul Station and get
of at Hongik Univ. Station
From ICN : 47min. From GIMPO : 15min. From Seoul Station ; 8min

From Express Bus Terminal
Take subway line 9 to Dangsan Station and transfer
to line 2 to Hongik Univ. Station (39mins)

From Exit #3 of HONGIK Univ. Staion
1) Get off at Hongik University subway station. Line #2,
Gyeongui-Jungang Line, and AREX stops at Hongik University subway
station.
2) Take EXIT #3, cross the Yeontral park, and go straight down for
80m. It takes about 1 minute.

3) Enter through the second alley and continue walking for 60m.
Turn left at the intersection once you see cafe Nakrang-parla.
It takes about 1 minute.
4) Follow the alley and continue walking straight for about 100m, and
you will find MEEYA at the three-way intersection, on the way to the
Dongjin market.
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House Policy
1. Check in

: Between 3~10pm, We will take care of your baggage

before check in.
2. Check Out : Till 11am, Please check out on time for cleaning and
preparing rooms.

3. Smoking is strictly prohibited in the building and on the terrace by
laws. Smoking in the rooms is subject to cancellation of staying.

4. Washing machine is available between 08:30~11:30 with charge
(KRW5,000/usage)

5. Towels are provided per a night. Put the used towels into the
hamper.

6. Be careful when you walk up and down the stairs.
Injuries due to personal carelessness are not liable.

7. No food in the room. Please use common area or kitchen
8. First Aid Kit is Available, Please let us know if you need

9. Always secure and lock the room when you depart.
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Please take care of your belongings we are not responsible for
lost or stolen valuables.

10. Separate the recycles from the garbage.
Food waste should be separated from other wastes before disposal.

11. No Animal Allowed

12. Guest should compensate us for damage to property.

13. Please do not flush anything besides the toilet paper down the
toilet. Tissue paper should be disposed of in the trash bin as it is not
biodegradable and may clog or damage the pipes.
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Facility on 2nd floor use guide
Wifi ID:meeya2,

PW:meeyameeya

★ Reception lounge is open between 11:00 am to 10:00Pm for guests
of meeya twin, family and double.
There are water purifier, refrigerator, electric cook-top

and coffee

maker. Heating up the food in the microwave or water boiling are
allowed but cooking is not allowed.
★ Food consumption is not allowed in the bed rooms.
You may use the common lounge on the 2nd floor.
Food waste must be separated from other waste and put into
yellow plastic food trash bag, then put in the food garbage box.

★ Some Books are for guest. Please return to the shelf after use.

★ Feel free to use all amenities available in the kitchen.
However, please return them to their original position after cleaning.
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Information to 3rd floor guests
Wifi ID:meeya3,

★

PW:meeyameeya

Breakfast: you can enjoy self-serviced breakfast at the common

kitchen and lounge on the 2nd floor.
(Bread, cereal, Egg, coffee, Tea juice, Jam, butter and fruits)
Menu is variable according to daily supplies.

-> Please inform me whether you’ll have breakfast or not,
by 6 p.m. the day you check in.

★ Kitchen, extra toilet and relaxing lounge is also ready for you on the
2nd floor. Cooking in the kitchen is not allowed, but guests may just
heat up the food in the microwave.
★ Put the used towels into the hamper on the floor.
★ Separate the recycles from the garbage.
★ Never bounce up and down on the beds, guests should compensate
us for damage property caused by carelessness of guests.
★ Please be advised that guests need to keep voices down for others
early in the morning and late night.
★ 4th floor is no admittance except Meeya Pent guests. Please do not
use property on 4th floor at your own discretion.
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Information to guest of Meeya Pent
★ 4TH floor is for the exclusive use of guests of MEEYA Pent.
★ Guests of Meeya Pent may cook and preparing breakfast for
themselves in the kitchen and use a terrace on the floor.

★ Too much noise at the terrace leads to complaints from
neighborhood, please do not make a noise after 21:00. Close the
sound proofing door for guests on the 3rd floor.

★ Smoking is strictly prohibited in the building and on the terrace by
laws. Smoking in the rooms is subject to cancellation of staying.
★ Please clean the kitchen area after use. Food waste should be
stored in the food trash can at the terrace.
Use the yellow plastic bag provided. It’s only for food waste disposal.
Please don’t pour cooking oil down the sink, it may clog or damage
the pipes.
★ Never bounce up and down on the beds, guests should compensate
us for damage property caused by carelessness of guests.
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